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100 Cupboards
Acclaimed fantasist Mary Robinette Kowal has
enchanted many fans with her beloved novels
featuring a Regency setting in which magic—known
here as glamour—is real. In Valour and Vanity, master
glamourists Jane and Vincent find themselves in the
sort of a magical adventure that might result if Jane
Austen wrote Ocean's Eleven. After Melody's wedding,
the Ellsworths and Vincents accompany the young
couple on their tour of the continent. Jane and Vincent
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plan to separate from the party and travel to Murano
to study with glassblowers there, but their ship is set
upon by Barbary corsairs while en route. It is their
good fortune that they are not enslaved, but they lose
everything to the pirates and arrive in Murano
destitute. Jane and Vincent are helped by a kind local
they meet en route, but Vincent is determined to
become self-reliant and get their money back, and
hatches a plan to do so. But when so many things are
not what they seem, even the best laid plans conceal
a few pitfalls. The ensuing adventure is a combination
of the best parts of magical fantasy and heist novels,
set against a glorious Regency backdrop. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Rampant
Princess Cimorene, the daughter of a very proper
king, runs away to live with a very powerful dragon,
Kazul. This updated edition features a new
introduction by the author.

Caught in Crystal
From the master of alternate history comes an epic of
the Second Civil War. It was an epoch of glory and
success, of disaster and despair. Twenty years after
the South won the Civil War, America writhed once
more in the bloody throes of battle. Furious over the
annexation of key Mexican territory, the United States
declared total war against the Confederate States of
America. And so, in 1883, the fragile peace was
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shattered. But this was a new kind of war, fought on a
lawless frontier where the blue and gray battled not
only each other, but the Apache, the outlaw, and even
the redcoat. Along with France, England entered the
fray on the side of the South, with blockades and
invasions from Canada. Out of this tragic struggle
emerged figures great and small. The disgraced
Abraham Lincoln crisscrossed the nation championing
socialist ideals. Confederate cavalry leader Jeb Stuart
sought to prevent wholesale slaughter in the desert
Southwest, while cocky young Theodore Roosevelt
and stodgy George Custer bickered over modern
weapons--even as they drove the British back into
western Canada. Thanks to the efforts of journalists
like Samuel Clemens, the nation witnessed the clash
of human dreams and passions. Confederate genius
Stonewall Jackson again soared to the heights of
military expertise, while the North's McClellan proved
sadly undeserving of his once shining reputation as
the "young Napoleon." For in the Second War
Between the States, the times, the stakes, and the
battle lines had changed . . . and so would history.
Once again, Harry Turtledove has created a
thoroughly engrossing alternate history novel, a
profoundly original epic of blood and honor, courage
and sacrifice, set amidst the raw beauty of young
America's frontier wilderness. From the Hardcover
edition.

How Few Remain
Ten short stories include the tale of Queen Cimorene's
Frying Pan of Doom, a yarn about a magical blue
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chipmunk with a passion for chestnuts, and a story
about an enchanted wizard's daughter.

Book of Enchantments
Ian Wigby is about to find out that he is a very special
boy. Along the southern coast of England, atop the
White Cliffs of Dover, stands a castle. And at that
castle’s old keep is an orphanage. Delphi Keep has
seen many youngsters come and go through its
gates, and Ian Wigby and his sister, Theodosia, are
happy to call it home. Life has always been simple at
the Keep, and the orphanage safe, until one day, Ian
and Theo find a silver treasure box. And within the
box, a prophesy. Three thousand years ago a great
Greek oracle wrote of a quest. A quest on which the
fate of the world depends. A quest that names two
children—Ian and Theodosia. Suddenly Delphi Keep is
no longer safe. And Ian and Theo, along with a very
special group of friends, realize they must unravel the
meaning behind the scroll of Dover cavern before
darkness falls on the world. And before an
unfathomable evil catches up with them. From the
Hardcover edition.

The Grand Tour
After his parents are kidnapped, timid twelve-year-old
Henry York leaves his sheltered Boston life and moves
to small-town Kansas, where he and his cousin
Henrietta discover and explore hidden doors in his
attic room that seem to open onto other worlds.
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Searching for Dragons
Kim discovers that magic can be harder than it looks,
but before frustration can drive her mad, someone
attempts to burgle the Merrill townhouse, and Kim
learns that her abilities as a magician and a lady have
become a matter of life and death. Reissue.

Silver on the Road
A young nobleman chosen to become a wolfcarl, a
warrior bonded to a fighting wolf, Isolfr is bound to
Viradechtis, a queen wolf, as they confront a powerful
force of trolls, wyverns, and other supernatural
creatures that threatens the complaisant human
holdings. Reprint.

The Seven Towers
Two young Regency ladies with special powers must
save the monarchy: “A satisfying blend of magic,
mystery, humor, and romance” (Booklist). Ocean
voyages do not agree with wizards, and seasickness
during the Channel crossing is the price Cecelia must
pay for her budding magical skill. As her nausea ebbs,
she is comforted by her new husband, James, and the
knowledge that at long last they are on their
honeymoon. In their company is Cecelia’s cousin
Kate, newly minted as the Marchioness of Schofield,
and her husband, Thomas. The shared journey
guarantees the two couples a happy start to married
life, if they can survive the perils of the Continent. In
Calais, a mysterious woman visits Cecelia with a
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package intended for Thomas’s mother. Inside is an
alabaster flask of noble manufacture, one of the royal
artifacts that have been vanishing all over Europe as
part of a magical plot against the French crown. This
is no simple honeymoon: On their tour of Europe, Kate
and Cecelia must save the monarchy from an
emperor-in-exile named Napoleon. This ebook
features illustrated biographies of Patricia C. Wrede
and Caroline Stevermer including rare photos and
never-before-seen documents from the authors’
personal collections.

Rose
Eff must finally get over believing she is bad luck and
accept that her special training in Aphrikan magic,
and being the twin of the seventh son of a seventh
son, give her extraordinary power to combat evil
magical creatures.

Shifting Shadows
Forget everything you ever knew about unicorns. The
fluffy, sparkly, friendly “horses” so popular the world
over don’t exist. Real unicorns are killers. Beasts the
size of elephants, with cloven hooves that shake the
earth, hides impervious to bullets, and horns that
contain a deadly poison, unicorns can outrun a sports
car and smell a human from a mile away. And they
can only be killed by virgin warriors descended from
Alexander the Great. Sixteen-year-old Astrid Llewelyn
has grown up with her mom Lilith’s tall tales about
unicorns and their exalted family heritage, but figures
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her mom’s crazy. But the scary stories her mom told
her about the monsters in her formative years left her
with a firm phobia about unicorns, even the cutesy
kind popular with young girls. But when one of the
monsters attacks her boyfriend in the woods—thereby
ruining any chance of him taking her to prom—Astrid
finds herself headed to Rome to train as a unicorn
hunter. “As swift and sure-footed as a killer unicorn,
Rampant weaves a vibrant new mythology from
venerable threads.”—Scott Westerfeld, bestselling
author of the Uglies series

The Dream-Maker's Magic
Shapeshifter Mercy Thompson has friends in high
places—and in low, dark, scary ones. And in this musthave collection of short stories, you’ll meet new faces
and catch up with old acquaintances—in all their
forms Includes the new stories “Silver” “Roses in
Winter” “Redemption” “Hollow” …and reader
favorites “Fairy Gifts” “Gray” “Seeing Eye” “Alpha and
Omega” “The Star of David” “In Red, with Pearls”
“One of the best urban fantasy anthologies I’ve ever
read.”—The BiblioSanctum

The Spirit Keeper
A coven of witches reaches out to one of its former
warriors in a “wonderful” Lyra novel “filled with
incredible world-building and characters” (Open Book
Society). For more than a decade, Kayl has run a
modest country inn. She opened it with her husband,
and they managed it together until a summer illness
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took him away, leaving her alone with their two
children. The three of them get by, living happily
together as the years pass, but everything changes
the day a sorceress asks for a room. Her name is
Corrana, and by her silver brooch Kayl knows that she
is a member of the order of Sisterhood of Stars, a
coven of witches that Kayl left after a secret mission
went horribly wrong. Kayl is sure that Corrana has
come to take her back to the life she had renounced
years before. Now, to save her family and her world,
she will have to unlock a side of herself that she
buried long ago.

Charmed Life
After a raging fire consumes her town and kills her
parents, Maggie Davis is on her own to protect her
younger sister and survive the best she can in the
Colorado town of Burning Mesa. In Maggie's world, the
bones of long-extinct magical creatures such as
dragons and sirens are mined and traded for their
residual magical elements, and harnessing these
relics' powers allows the user to wield fire, turn
invisible, or heal even the worst of injuries. Working in
a local saloon, Maggie befriends the spirited showgirl
Adelaide and falls for the roguish cowboy Landon. But
when she proves to have a particular skill at
harnessing the relics' powers, Maggie is whisked away
to the glamorous hacienda of Álvar Castilla, the
wealthy young relic baron who runs Burning Mesa.
Though his intentions aren't always clear, Álvar trains
Maggie in the world of relic magic. But when the
mysterious fires reappear in their neighboring towns,
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Maggie must discover who is channeling relic magic
for evil before it's too late. Relic by Renee Collins is a
thrilling adventure set in a wholly unique world, and a
spell-binding story of love, trust, and the power of
good.

Bloodrush
“Magick ain’t pretty, it ain’t stars and sparkles.
Magick is dirty. It’s rough. Raw. It’s blood and guts
and vomit. You hear me?” When Prime Lord Hark is
found in a pool of his own blood on the steps of his
halls, Tonmerion Hark finds his world not only turned
upside down, but inside out. His father's last will and
testament forces him west across the Iron Ocean, to
the very brink of the Endless Land and all civilisation.
They call it Wyoming. This is a story of murder and
family. In the dusty frontier town of Fell Falls, there is
no silverware, no servants, no plush velvet nor
towering spires. Only dust, danger, and the railway.
Tonmerion has only one friend to help him escape the
torturous heat and unravel his father’s murder. A
faerie named Rhin. A twelve-inch tall outcast of his
own kind. This is a story of blood and magick. But
there are darker things at work in Fell Falls, and not
just the railwraiths or the savages. Secrets lurk in
Tonmerion's bloodline. Secrets that will redefine this
young Hark. This is a story of the edge of the world.
---------- WINNER OF THE LIBRARY JOURNAL'S INDIE
EBOOK AWARDS 2016 BLOGGERS' FAVOURITE OF
#SPFBO 2016 "Good, strong writing. A solid read." –
Mark Lawrence, author of the Broken Empire Trilogy
"Galley has this fantastic ability to bring you into it all
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so slowly, so carefully, that you don’t quite realize
your view of the world is shifting until it’s shifted.
[Bloodrush] is unique, it’s highly entertaining, the
pacing is superb, and the characters varied and a lot
of fun to read about definitely worth paying attention
to." – Bibliotropic ‘Hit all the right notes, with fantastic
world building, a captivating story, unforgettable
characters, and a plot that refused to fit in any molds.
The cover art was amazing, the editing was obviously
professionally done and the author has very evident
talent’ – Bookworm Blues ‘An incredibly strong read
that fans of fantasy and or westerns should check out.
Will appeal a lot to fans of the likes of Neil Gaiman
and Jim Butcher.’ – Fictional Hangout ----------- Find out
more at and choose your shade at:
www.bengalley.com.

Valour and Vanity
A New York Times and USA Today Bestseller! "I've
loved every one of Susanna's books! She has bedrock
research and a butterfly's delicate touch with
characters—sure recipe for historical fiction that sucks
you in and won't let go!"— DIANA GABALDON, #1
New York Times bestselling author of Outlander A
journey through time and a story of love, The Rose
Garden tells the story of a modern woman thrown
back three centuries only to find that might just be
where she belongs. After the death of her sister, Eva
Ward leaves Hollywood behind to return to the only
place she feels she truly belongs, the old house on
the coast of Cornwall, England. She's seeking comfort
in memories of childhood summers, but what she
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finds is mysterious voices and hidden pathways that
sweep her not only into the past, but also into the
arms of a man who is not of her time. But Eva soon
discovers that the man, Daniel Butler, is very, very
real and is thrown into a world of intrigue, treason,
and love. Inside the old house, Eva must confront her
own ghosts, as well as those of long ago. And as she
begins to question her place in the present, she
realizes she must decide where she really belongs: in
the life she knows or the past she feels so drawn
towards. Other bestselling books by Susanna
Kearsley: The Winter Sea A Desperate Fortune The
Firebird

Mairelon the Magician
A bewitching comic fantasy by a master of the
supernatural Cat doesn't mind living in the shadow of
his sister, Gwendolen, the most promising young
witch ever seen on Coven Street. But trouble starts
brewing the moment the two orphans are summoned
to live in Chrestomanci Castle. Frustrated that the
witches of the castle refuse to acknowledge her
talents, Gwendolen conjures up a scheme that could
throw whole worlds out of whack.

The Rose Garden
Family affairs don’t stop cousins Cecelia and Kate
from their magical duties in Regency England—“A
thoroughly enchanting confection” (Kirkus Reviews).
It’s been a decade since Kate and Cecelia foiled
Napoleon’s plot to reclaim the French crown. The
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cousins now have estates, children, and a place at the
height of wizarding society. It is 1828, and though
magic remains at the heart of the British Empire, a
new power has begun to make itself felt across
England: the steam engine. As iron tracks crisscross
the countryside, the shaking of the locomotives
begins to disrupt the workings of English magic,
threatening the very foundations of the Empire. A
foreign wizard on a diplomatic mission to England
vanishes, and the Prime Minister sends Cecelia’s
husband to investigate. In order to accompany her
husband to the north of England, Cecelia leaves her
children in Kate’s care. As Cecelia and James fight for
the future of magic, Kate is left with a no less
daunting problem: how to care for a gaggle of
disobedient, spell-casting tots. This ebook features
illustrated biographies of Patricia C. Wrede and
Caroline Stevermer including rare photos and neverbefore-seen documents from the authors’ personal
collections.

Dealing with Dragons
A princess fights a faceless enemy in a forest filled
with magic in this tale of “high-style fantasy and
adventure” from the author of Dealing with Dragons
(The New York Times). Trouble is brewing in Alkyra.
While the kingdom’s noblemen squabble, on their
borders an ancient enemy, the Lithmern, raises an
army. As the head of the Noble House of Brenn
attempts to organize an alliance, the princess Alethia
celebrates her twentieth birthday. She is a
remarkable woman: quick-witted, beautiful, and
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handy with a throwing knife. But on the next night,
she passes through a dark corridor on her way to the
banquet hall, and never emerges from the shadows.
The Lithmern have kidnapped the princess. When
Alethia regains consciousness, an evil Lithmern with a
face made of shadows is carrying her through the
forest. These are magic woods, home to fabled
creatures whose existence she has always doubted.
To find her way home, Alethia will have to learn to
trust in the old tales, whose legends of magic and
daring hold the only hope of saving her kingdom.

A Companion to Wolves
They are seven players in a game of deadly magic?
Eltiron, Prince of Sevarin; Crystalorn, Princess of
Barinash; Ranlyn, the desert rider; Jermain, the
outlaw; Vandaris, the soldier; Carachel, the WizardKing; and Amberglas, the sorceress. Each of them has
a secret, and each fights his or her part in the thrilling
battle that has put seven kingdoms on the very edge
of destruction. Filled with wit, swordplay, humor, and
intrigue, this early novel is one of Patricia C. Wrede?s
best.

The Magician's Ward
Cimorene, the princess who refuses to be proper, is
back--but where is Kazul the dragon? That's what
Cimorene is determined to find out! This updated
edition features a new introduction by the author and
fantastic new packaging.
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The Stepsister Scheme
In 1817 in England, two young cousins, Cecilia living
in the country and Kate in London, write letters to
keep each other informed of their exploits, which take
a sinister turn when they find themselves confronted
by evil wizards.

Wrede on Writing
The authoritative guide to the craft and business of
writing. Patricia C. Wrede has been a stalwart of the
sci-fi/fantasy world for decades, publishing dozens of
books across multiple series, storming bestseller lists
and corralling accolades from critics and fans alike.
Now, with brilliant insight and a sparkling wit, Wrede
shows beginning writers the ropes in Wrede on
Writing. Wrede tackles all issues for writers, from the
basic how-to’s to the more advanced topics on
character development and worldbuilding. In her
conversational tone, she gives writers the tips and
tricks her experience has brought. After Wrede on
Writing, authors will have the knowledge to put their
tools to better use. Thinking of starting a book? Trying
to finish one? Wrede on Writing will guide you towards
that superior draft to send to agents, to publishers,
and to readers. Before she became a successful fulltime writer, Patricia C. Wrede worked in finance, and
she also provides for authors an extensive look at how
to manage the money—from royalties to determining
the financial potential of your next project, Wrede
provides authors with deep insight into the business
of writing. A brilliant guide from a literary stalwart,
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Wrede on Writing is the book everyone with a novel
under their beds or inside their heads should read.

Shadow Magic
Kim, a streetwise girl disguised as a boy, and
Mairelon, an itinerant magician dressed as a dandy,
share adventures in a Regency England that is
populated with sorcerers and riddled with magic.

On the Frontier
Presents an electronic version of "On the Frontier:
Flight Research at Dryden, 1946-1981," published by
the Scientific and Technical Information Branch of the
U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) in Washington, D.C. Examines flight research
at the Hugh L. Dryden Flight Research Center.

Thirteenth Child
In this exuberantly praised book - a collection of
seven pieces on subjects ranging from television to
tennis, from the Illinois State Fair to the films of David
Lynch, from postmodern literary theory to the
supposed fun of traveling aboard a Caribbean luxury
cruiseliner - David Foster Wallace brings to nonfiction
the same curiosity, hilarity, and exhilarating verbal
facility that has delighted readers of his fiction,
including the bestselling Infinite Jest.

Talking to Dragons
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In 1828, English cousins Cecelia and Kate and their
husbands search for a missing German railway
engineer and with the help of their wizardry skills,
uncover a plot that could endanger the unity of
England.

Enchanted Chocolate Pot
Magic and intrigue go hand in hand in Mairelon the
Magician and The Magician's Ward, two fast-paced
novels filled with mystery and romance, set against
the intricate backdrop of Regency England. When a
stranger offers her a small fortune to break into a
traveling magician's wagon, Kim doesn't hesitate.
Having grown up a waif in the dirty streets of London,
Kim isn't above a bit of breaking-and-entering. A hard
life and lean times have schooled her in one lesson:
steal from them before they steal from you. But when
the magician catches her in the act, Kim thinks she's
done for. Until he suggests she become his
apprentice; then the real trouble begins. Kim soon
finds herself entangled with murderers, thieves, and
cloak-and-dagger politics, all while trying to learn how
to become both a proper lady and a magician in her
own right. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

The Cecelia and Kate Novels
#1 NYT bestselling author Pat Wrede returns to
Scholastic with an amazing new trilogy about the use
of magic in the wild, wild west. Eff was born a
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thirteenth child. Her twin brother, Lan, is the seventh
son of a seventh son. This means he's supposed to
possess amazing talent -- and she's supposed to bring
only bad things to her family and her town.
Undeterred, her family moves to the frontier, where
her father will be a professor of magic at a school
perilously close to the magical divide that separates
settlers from the beasts of the wild. With wit and
wonder, Patricia Wrede creates an alternate history of
westward expansion that will delight fans of both J. K.
Rowling and Laura Ingalls Wilder.

The New Urban Frontier
In this prequel to the Bone graphic novel series,
young Princess Rose becomes a hero when she
defeats the possessed dragon attacking the small
towns of the Northern Valley and saves many people.

Relic
After many years of hiding, Queen Cimorene sends
her sixteen-year-old son, Daystar, into the Enchanted
Forest with the kingdom's sword to once again stop
the evil wizards' magic.

Thirteenth Child
When Elissa, a healer's apprentice, becomes a pawn
in a battle for a royal's kingdom, her quest for
freedom and the truth about her past leads to
questions about the future and whether she truly is
the key to the prophecy of the Phoenix.
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A Matter of Magic
This is the account of Katie O’Toole, late of Lancaster
Co., Pennsylvania, removed from her family by
savages on March the 2nd in the year of our Lord
1747 The thirteenth child conceived of miserable Irish
exiles, Katie O’Toole dreams of a different life. Little
does she know that someone far away is dreaming of
her. In 1747, savages raid her family home, and
seventeen-year-old Katie is taken captive. Syawa and
Hector have been searching for her, guided by
Syawa’s dreams. A young Holyman, Syawa believes
Katie is the subject of his Vision: the Creature of Fire
and Ice, destined to bring a great gift to his people.
Despite her flaming hair and ice-blue eyes, Katie is
certain he is mistaken, but faced with returning to her
family, she agrees to join them. She soon discovers
that in order to fulfill Syawa’s Vision, she must first
become his Spirit Keeper, embarking on an epic
journey that will change her life—and heart—forever.
Ideal for fans of The Son and Empire of the Summer
Moon, this riveting novel will transport and enchant
readers.

Elissa's Quest
Hailed by RT Book Reviews as “fresh and
original…stark and lovely,” a heroic fantasy by an
award-winning author about a young woman who is
trained in the art of the sinister hand of magic. A
Locus Magazine Bestseller. Isobel, upon her sixteenth
birthday, makes the choice to work for the Boss called
the Devil by some, in his territory west of the
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Mississippi. But this is not the devil you know. This is
a being who deals fairly with immense—but not
unlimited—power, who offers opportunities to people
who want to make a deal, and they always get what
they deserve. But his land is a wild west that needs a
human touch, and that’s where Izzy comes in.
Inadvertently trained by him to see the clues in and
manipulations of human desire, Izzy is raised to be his
left hand and travel circuit through the territory
helping those in need. As we all know, where there is
magic there is chaos…and death.

Calling on Dragons
Kellen’s mother has always insisted that her only child
was born male, not female—so Kellen has been raised
as a boy. At school, she meets Gryffin, whose mind is
as strong as his legs are damaged, and the two
become friends and allies. A few years later, the two
get jobs working at an inn nearby. When it is
discovered that Gryffin is the kingdom’s new DreamMaker—someone whose mere presence can help
dreams come true—he is whisked away to the castle,
leaving Kellen behind. By now, their friendship is
shading into something more. Will it endure?

Oracles of Delphi Keep
Snow White and Rose Red live on the edge of the
forest that conceals the elusive border of Faerie. They
know enough about Faerie lands and mortal magic to
be concerned when they find two human sorcerers
setting spells near the border. And when the kindly,
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intelligent black bear wanders into their cottage some
months later, they realize the connection between his
plight and the sorcery they saw in the forest. This
romantic version of the classic fairy tale features an
updated introduction by its editor, Terri Windling.

The Mislaid Magician Or Ten Years After
A trio of bewitching novels featuring devoted cousins
who must juggle their magical powers with their
duties as ladies in Regency-era England. Enter
Regency-era England—and a world in which magical
mayhem and high society go hand in hand—with
three novels featuring cousins Cecelia and Kate. In
Sorcery & Cecelia, the two cousins have been
inseparable since girlhood. But in 1817, Kate goes to
London to make her debut into English society,
leaving Cecelia behind to fight boredom in her small
country town. While visiting the Royal College of
Wizards, Kate stumbles on a plot to destroy a beloved
sorcerer—and only Cecelia can help her save him. In
The Grand Tour, Cecelia and Kate, along with their
husbands, are inaugurating married life with a trip to
the Continent. When a mysterious woman in Calais
gives Cecelia a package intended for Kate’s mother-inlaw, however, the two young wives realize they must
spend their honeymoons preventing an emperor-inexile named Napoleon from reclaiming the French
crown. In The Mislaid Magician, it is 1828 and the
cousins are now society matrons. The steam engine is
announcing its arrival and the shaking of the
locomotives begins to disrupt England’s ancient,
underground magical ley lines. When the
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disappearance of a foreign diplomat threatens to
become an international incident, Cecelia departs to
fight for the future of magic—leaving Kate to care for
a gaggle of disobedient, spell-casting tots. Blending
history, romance, and magic, these charming novels
from the author of the Enchanted Forest Chronicles
will delight anyone who loves Harry Potter or
Susannah Clarke’s Jonathan Strange & Mr Norell.

The Mislaid Magician
Why have so many central and inner cities in Europe,
North America and Australia been so radically
revamped in the last three decades, converting urban
decay into new chic? Will the process continue in the
twenty-first century or has it ended? What does this
mean for the people who live there? Can they do
anything about it? This book challenges conventional
wisdom, which holds gentrification to be the simple
outcome of new middle-class tastes and a demand for
urban living. It reveals gentrification as part of a much
larger shift in the political economy and culture of the
late twentieth century. Documenting in gritty detail
the conflicts that gentrification brings to the new
urban 'frontiers', the author explores the
interconnections of urban policy, patterns of
investment, eviction, and homelessness. The failure
of liberal urban policy and the end of the 1980s
financial boom have made the end-of-the-century city
a darker and more dangerous place. Public policy and
the private market are conspiring against minorities,
working people, the poor, and the homeless as never
before. In the emerging revanchist city, gentrification
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has become part of this policy of revenge.

A Supposedly Fun Thing I'll Never Do
Again
Those wicked wizards are back—and they've become
very smart. Sort of. They intend to take over the
Enchanted Forest once and for all . . . unless
Cimorene finds a way to stop them. And some people
think being queen is easy.

Snow White and Rose Red
Danielle Whiteshore, aka Cinderella, reveals what
really happens after the "happily ever after" as she,
along with Snow White and Sleeping Beauty, race
against time to rescue her husband, Prince Armand,
from the clutches of some of fantasyland's most
nefarious villains. Original.
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